IATSE Sample Social Media Captions:

1. It’s census time! The 2023 IATSE Member Census is officially open! It only takes a few minutes to complete the Member Census, so don’t miss this chance to make your voice heard. #IATSECounts (https://sri.cornell.edu/iatse/)

2. Your census counts! The 2023 IATSE Member Census is now live and we want to hear from You! Don’t wait, participate now! Make your impact here: (https://sri.cornell.edu/iatse/) #IATSECounts

3. Calling all IATSE members! The moment to take the 2023 IATSE Member Census is here! With your input, we can build a stronger and prouder alliance. Here’s your chance to ensure you’re counted. #IATSECounts (https://sri.cornell.edu/iatse/)

4. Be a Census Ambassador! Please encourage your friends, colleagues, and crew to Take the Census. It’s quick and easy, to take the Member Census, click here: (link)

5. It’s Take the IATSE Census Tuesday! If you haven’t already taken the member census now. (https://sri.cornell.edu/iatse/) #IACounts

6. Help shape the direction of the IATSE and ensure the IATSE’s actions and priorities reflect your needs and experiences. Take the IATSE Census! (https://sri.cornell.edu/iatse/)

7. Member input is vital to building a strong and more effective IATSE – where everyone in the IATSE counts! Don’t miss your chance to be counted! Take the Member Census (https://sri.cornell.edu/iatse/)

8. Have you made your voice heard? If not, you can take the Member Census by clicking here: https://sri.cornell.edu/iatse/ or scan the QR code to take the Member Census.